eCentive Case Study
WORKSTATZ HELPS ECENTIVE BETTER
MANAGE EMPLOYEES AND ASSETS
eCentive provides an innovative software solution for retailers
including franchises and independent stores to manage the
entire incentive and marketing development fund process
that provides rewards to retailer’s staff, agents or third parties.
They provide a single, easy-to-use platform with automated
pre-approval, claim submission and reimbursement process,
freeing both marketers and program participants form the
administrative burdens of incentives and their management.

The Problem

The Benefits

eCentive’s management required an online, compre-
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sets and staff a lot better.

hensive tool to have visibility into employee’s online activity, allowing them to manage their 20+ employees’

eCentive management is able to monitor work as-
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Employees are cognisant of the fact that office time

work performance and company assets. Having no visi-

and work assets should be used to perform their

bility of how employees used their time, computers, ap-

work-related duties.

plications, internet connectivity or even what data they
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Misuse or abuse of time and assets is mitigated.

could copy onto USB, meant that eCentive was open to
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Greater visibility of staff activities.

having its time and assets misused or abused.

The Solution
eCentive’s Head of IT, Allan van Staden recommended
WorkStatz, a cloud-based software tool that would allow
the company to better understand the online activity of
their teams with easy-to-understand graphs and reports
on a single dashboard. Now eCentive is able to drive business efficiency and improvements of the team.

“We now have much better control and monitoring of staff and assets,”
says Bronwynn Futcher, Head of Operations at eCentive. “The service we
received was great. The roll out of WorkStatz was quick and the system is
simple and easy to use. The team is always quick to resolve any concerns/
questions or queries we may have, and they are continually advancing
their platform, so we look forward to growing together in the future.”

www.workstatz.com

